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Abstract. The present work proposes a real-time multi-object detection and tracking system to be implemented in commercial areas. The
purpose is to gather and make sense of costumer behavior data extracted
from surveillance footage (available from ceiling cameras) in order supply retailers with a set of analytics, management and planning tools to
help them perform tasks such as planning demand and supply chains and
organizing product placement on shelfs. To achieve this goal, deep learning techniques are used, which have been yielding outstanding results in
computer vision problems in recent years.
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Introduction

Today, big grocery retail chains account for the great majority of grocery shopping made globally, generating about $4 trillion annually, which makes this
industry one of the biggest worldwide. To keep competitive, retail chains like
WalMart (U.S.), Carrefour (France), TESCO (United Kingdom) adopt a wide
range of strategies in order to collect information about its customers, to build
profiles and to analyze shopping habits, such as targeting clients with personalized vouchers or using loyalty cards. However these strategies don’t provide the
retailer with sufficient information to have a good understanding about the shopping patterns of its costumers, which leads to inefficiencies felt throughout the
current model adopted by most retailers. This includes performing tasks such as
planning demand and supply chains or placement on shelfs, monitoring costumer
satisfaction and overseeing the payment process in the supermarket checkouts.
To oversee and fix these problems in real-time, retailers need to access to information that is currently impossible to obtain, for instance: knowing how many
customers are inside the store, determining the distribution of costumers inside
the stores, keeping track of the path taken by the costumers throughout the
store or learning the costumers shopping patterns under different conditions.
The present work is focused on: 1) studying and implementing computer vision
algorithms based on Deep Learning, which are the state-of-the art for computer
vision tasks; and 2) Apply these techniques to a domain-specific application
(retail), which will be focused on obtaining the information retailers need.
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Related Work

The main purpose of object tracking it to detect multiple objects in a video
frame and maintain these identities in the subsequent frames (over time) in
order to identify the trajectory of each object. Classical approaches to object
tracking include Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) [20], recursive methods
which make use of Kalman filtering to predict locations [5], Joint Probabilistic
Data Association (JPDA) [15] or Particle filtering techniques [11]. However, with
the recent success of Deep Learning techniques in tasks such as image classification [14,16,22,24,12] and object detection [10,9,19,17,21], and more access to
data, deep learning models also started being applied to object tracking. Namely,
tracking by detection has become a popular paradigm to solve the tracking problem [2,7]. This type of framework consists of two steps: applying a detector, and
subsequently, a post-processing step witch involves a tracker to propagate detection scores over time. The main challenge is grouping the detected targets
in contiguous frames in order to represent the targets by their trajectory over
all frames. The detection step can be solved with high performing deep learning
detection model [10,9,19,17,21], which in may use deep learning classification
models as its base - models such as the ones in [24,12,24,23]. The detection
association step has many solutions: some approaches include associating different tracks by calculating the Intersection over Union (IOU) of the bounding
boxes in consecutive frames [6]; other approaches leverage Kalman filters or
Hungarian algorithm such as the SORT method (Simple Online and Realtime
Tracking) [4]. Other approaches skip tracking by detection and use fully Deep
Learning based methods, for instance, methods based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [18,8] or siamese convolutional networks archichectures [3]. The
siamese CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) proposed in [13] is the base for
the present work.
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Proposed Architecture

At a high level the project consists of three modules represented in Fig. 1: a frame
reader module, responsible for reading frames from a real-time RTSP stream
and writing these to a multi-threading queue which also serves as a buffer, a
detection module, responsible for outputting object bounding boxes, and the
tracking module which uses the previous detection outputs in order to compute
the final verdicts about the tracks of each object. Both detection and tracking
modules use recent deep learning techniques: the detection module was tested
with different CNN detection architectures and the tracking module uses the
architecture introduced in [13], codenamed GOTURN (Generic Object Tracking
Using Regression Networks). The following sections describe these modules.
3.1

Object Detection Module

The tasks in this module consist of reading frames from the queue, applying
a multi-object detector to these frames and finally sending the detections to
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Fig. 1: Architecture overview.

the tracking module. The results sent to the tracker include the found bounding boxes and detection scores (the extent to which the model is certain of
that detection). The first problem is to select the detection model, which is a
trade-off between accuracy and speed (inference time). In order to find the optimal model for this application two types popular CNN detection architectures
were tested: Faster-RCNN and SSD models. The R-CNN family models [10,9,21]
have demonstrated excellent performance in recent years. The most advanced of
these models, Faster-RCNN [21] tackles object detection as a three step problem: firstly, it uses category-independent region proposal algorithms, e.g. [25], in
order to generate possible detection candidates, which are then fed to a CNN
that serves as a feature extractor, and lastly, a set of class-specific classifiers are
applied on top of the features in order to find the final verdict about the classes
of the subjects present in the image. However, due to the region proposal step,
the R-CNN models have a slower inference time than single-shot CNN alternatives such as SSD [17] architectures. Speed is a significant feature in the context
of the present work due to the real-time requirement of the project. The key
idea of an SSD architecture is that each of the last few layers of the network
is responsible for the prediction of progressively smaller bounding boxes, and
final prediction is the union of all these predictions. In this way, these models
are able to simultaneously predict the bounding box and the object class in
one iteration, eliminating the region proposal step altogether and are able to
achieve an improvement in speed. In contrast 7 frames per second (FPS) speed
with 73.2% mAP on VOC2007 test with a Faster-RCNN, SSD operates at 59
FPS with 74.3% mAP on the same dataset. The object detection models tested
for this module are: a MobileNet SSD, an Inception-v2 SSD and a ResNet101
Faster-RCNN.
3.2

Tracking Module

The tracking module levreages the single object tracking architecture proposed
in [13] codenamed GOTURN (Generic Object Tracking Using Regression Networks). This architecture (Fig. 2) has the structure of a Siamese CNN and is
able to perform generic object tracking (which is not trained for a specific class
of objects) at very high speeds (100 FPS) making it appropriate for real time
applications. The network is trained entirely offline and learns the generic relationship between appearance and motion in order to be able to recognize novel
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objects online. In order to learn this relationship, at each training iteration, the
network takes two inputs: a crop of a frame at time t - 1 and a crop of the next
frame at time t. The crop of the frame at time t - 1 contains the object the
network will be looking for -trying to track-, i.e., the target. The second input
is a crop of the frame at time t, which represents the area the network will be
searching for the target object in (search area), which is centered on the same
point that the previous crop was, however, it is scaled by a factor of k. If the
objects don’t move too quickly, this scaling ensures the target object will still
be present in the search area. The network directly regresses the bounding box
coordinates of the tracked object in the search area of the next frame.
Since the GOTURN architecture is only able to track one object at a time,
in order to perform multi-object tracking in real-time the tracker runs multiple
times per frame (one time for each object detected when it first enters the field
of view). Furthermore, in order to initialize, maintain and end a track additional
rules are needed. These rules are described below.

Fig. 2: GOTURN architecture.

Tracker initialization and maintenance and ending The tracker is initialized when it receives the first detection from the detection module. This
detection constitutes the first input fed to the tracker (target) and defines what
object the tracker will be looking for during it’s runtime. At each iteration, the
tracker uses the previously predicted frame crop (at time t - 1 ) and the current
frame search area (scaled area of the frame at time t, centered on the previous
frame target’s center) as an input. In order to make sure the tracker does not
lose it’s target, from N to N frames the detection re-runs on the current frame
and the result is compared with the tracker’s prediction via IOU (Intersection
Over Union) measure; The tracker bounding box prediction is then switched by
the bounding box predicted by the detector since the detection bounding boxes
tend to be more accurate. When an object leaves the camera field of view it’s
track should be removed. In order to achieve this, a parameter is used: the track
of an object is considered finished when no detections of that object occurred in
M frames.
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Dataset and Network Training

In order to create a new training dataset and to simulate a commercial area, a
controlled test environment was created at the INOV-INESC building entrance
area where hundreds of different people pass through daily. The setup consists of
one top camera which captures one frame per second in the period from 07h00am
to 20h00pm. These frames are afterwards stored in an SMB storage system remotely accessible for future use. The live video feed can be accessed in real time
via RTSP protocol. The training for the detection models consists of labeled images annotated with object bounding boxes. The tracking dataset has a similar
structure with the addition of the object IDs in each frame. Since the tracking
module takes a pair of frames as inputs, an additional pre-processing step was
to create pairs of target/search area images. The initial labels were created by
hand, and afterwards, the ensable learning technique was used to generate new
data. Three different detectors were trained on the initial dataset, and when
shown a new frame, each of the models ”voted” on where it though a bounding
box should exist and the final annotation was a conjugation of all the predictions. In this way, the final training dataset had about 10000 labeled images. All
the models (detection and tracking) were trained offline with the previously described datasets using the Tensorflow [1] framework. In order to reduce training
time and data overfitting, transfer learning was used in the detection models,
which were all pre-trained on the COCO dataset.
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Results

In order to determine which of the object detection models is more suitable for
this project, mean average precision (mAP) and inference time of the predictions
for each model is measured and shown in Table 1. Between the three tested
detection models, the Resnet101/Faster R-CNN model yields the best results
Fig. 3(a), however, inference time is the highest, which could cause a delay in
reading and processing frames from the queue and consequently cause the queue
to overflow and discard frames. This would be a problem since the tracking
module relies on the assumption that the objects move slowly through time,
and can lose track of an object if there are gaps in the frame sequences. The
Mobilenet/SSD model is more appropriate for a real time applications since it
is very fast (inference takes 5 ms), however, the detections are faulty, and in
some cases, it even fails to detect completely for numerous frames (Figure 3(b)).
The Inception-v2/SSD model seems a good compromise between inference time
and precision, which is able to have a good mAP value while maintaining a fast
inference time. In conclusion, if the stream reading rate is set between 5 FPS and
10 FPS, Resnet101-Faster R-CNN is still a better choice since no frames are lost
in the queue (the queue writing rate is lower or equal to the frame processing
rate). Since this range of frame rates does not damage tracking results, FasterRCNN/Resnet101 was the chosen architecture for the detection module.
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(a) Resnet classifier with
Faster R-CNN detector

(b) Mobilenet base network
with SSD detector

(c) Inception-v2 base network with SSD detector

Fig. 3: Samples of the test set inference outputs for the different detection models.

Table 1: Detection results.
Model

mAP Inference Time (s)

Resnet101/Faster R-CNN 0,9198
MobileNet/SSD
0,8015
Inception-v2/SSD
0,9

0.1
0,005
0.04

The tracking module is able to use detection bounding boxes and produce
and maintain the ID of each object through the object’s path (Fig. 4). It works
well even in situations where multiple people go through the camera field of
view. The results are the best when the M parameter (number of frames where
no detection exists before the track is considered finished) is set to two frames,
i.e., when no detection of an object is found in two consecutive frames, the track
is considered finished. If this number is greater than two, there is the risk of a
new object being associated with another object’s track. Despite the results being
seemingly good, at this time there is still no way of measuring the exact tracking
accuracy however the tracker seems to perform well. This approach is suitable
for real time tracking due to the fast nature of the performed computations
in contrast to more elaborate trackers that use image information (features) to
predict the next position of the tracked objects.
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Conclusion and Future Work

The present work proposes a real time detection and tracking system aimed at
implementation in commercial areas, in which the tracking by detection framework is used. Based on the results, the models (both tracking and detection)
are already yielding good results and with more training data should achieve
higher levels of precision. The next steps for the tracking module are to annotate new training and test data with paths of each individual object in order to
properly measure tracking accuracy. This task can now be easily achieved since
the information returned by the tracking module can be recycled (the tracker
does most of the work and human input is only needed for minor adjustments).
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Fig. 4: Tracking sequence. The tracker attributes IDs and draws colored bounding
boxes around the objects in every frame which it considers belong to the same
object- each object has it’s own ID and color. The tracker is able to maintain
these IDs even with multiple people going through the field of view. Here, four
different IDs (from 2 to 5) are represented in different colors.

When these tasks are finished, the next steps will be to train deep learning models (for instance R-NNs) to predict object positions since they are the current
state-of-the-art and a really promising research field.
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